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Introduction
If you have never had the chance to go overseas in search of fine quality pussy then this site is one you
will not want to miss. Sixty One models and over 1,000 minutes of exclusive video showing them doing
what they do best. If you have a thing for Czech chicks this site will have your cock screaming
checkmate!

Adult Review
NastyCzechChicks is the first site ever offered from a brand new company based in the Czech homeland. These lucky fuckers
have all kinds of access to sweet young Czechs who want nothing more than a chance to please men from around the world
for a few Euros and a pat on the back.
  
  The site is growing rapidly and already holds: 61 models, 190 photosets (12,609 photos) and 72 videos totaling over 1,080
minutes in all. While that is not enough to make the site gigantic it is a heck of a start - especially considering the fact that
NastyCzechChicks only started updating toward the end of 2006!
  
  The video is available in .wmv format at 512x384 resolution so it is clear but it's nowhere near being high-def. The picture
sets range in size all the way up to mouthwatering 1024x768 high-res photographs.
  
  Like all websites, this one is not without some flaws as well. There are some girls featured masturbating who The Tongue
would like to have seen fucked. Other girls get fucked and yet no clips are available of them banging themselves or rubbing
one out. It's a bit of hit and miss as you browse their archives and find only one or two clips of a model you want to see more
of.
  
  The good news is the models keep getting hotter with every update. Some of the very first whores filmed for the site were a
bit on the skanky side but the newest ones could be in any magazine they applied for or any daydream your mind can conjure
up to cast them in!
  
  NastyCzechChicks has two membership options. $24.95 per month recurring or a 3 month package at $49.95 that does not
recur. For now The Tongue recommends the one month membership because it will probably take your dick about ten to
fifteen days to be done with the whores already in the archives. If the site continues to progress the package deal may soon
make sense.
  
  All in all this site hits a specific spot on your tasting palette. If you want to watch Czech babes get down and dirty then these
nasty Czech chicks are well worth the price. If you just want cute sluts and are less picky about where they come from you
can probably find more bang for your buck elsewhere.

Porn Summary
It's good to see a local offering of NastyCzechChicks from guys who are in that part of the world and know where to find
them. As a website focusing on one national flavor this one is pretty good overall.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Czech whores brought to you by their countrymen!'
Quality: 84  Updates: 86 Exclusive: 88 Interface: 80
Support: 80 Unique: 85    Taste: 81        Final: 83

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.
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Porn Niches
Euro, Exclusive, Hardcore, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: -1
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